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Learning Objectives
• Discuss how social media can be used to improve
practice marketing
• Identify methods of improving patient
communication
• Identify potential problems posed by using social
media
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(Very) Brief History of Medical Marketing
• Until the mid-1970’s, marketing
of medical practices was
frowned upon
• “No advertising” rule in AMA
code of ethics, 1847-1975
• Judicial rulings in the 1970’s
established professional
advertising as a form of free
speech

• However, many physicians still
have a negative view of
marketing, and equate it with
“selling out”

Why use social media?
• Increase visibility and awareness of your practice in the
community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reputation
Differentiation
Brand Association
Economic Development
Client Education
Network Growth
Build trust
Innovate

• Advertise services/changes quickly
• Recruitment-Hiring and Firing

Change is Happening Very Quickly
• It took nearly 40 years for computers to become
mainstream (an entire lifetime for some new allergists!)

• It took Facebook only 6 months to add 100 million
people!
• Patients expect their physicians to keep pace with these
changes, and to be where they are
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“Where they are” is online!
60 million consumers interact and
discuss their health-care online

Over 1,200
Facebook
pages
advocate
finding a
cure for an
illness

72% of
patients say
they
researched
their
symptoms
before
visiting their
doctor

93% of epatients say
internet
provided
them with
health care
information
they
needed

42% of U.S. adults and
86% of young adults
use social media

80% of
internet
users have
looked
online for
health
information

Source: http://www.q1productions.com/

Inventory and Audience
• Inventory
• How often is it updated?
• What information is posted?
• What do patients and staff use it for?

• Audience
• Younger vs Older Members
• What is used by which person?

Social Media Is Geared Towards a
Younger, Tech-Savvy Demographic
Older patients
• More likely to accept physician’s recommendation
at face value – will go to the specialist
recommended by PCP
• Generally have more comprehensive insurance
coverage, able to see the recommended doc

Younger patients
• More suspicious of healthcare providers, in general
– will “Google” physician, read online ratings, check
with friends before scheduling
• More restrictive insurance – need to stay “in
network”, so referrals have less weight
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Multi-Media Approach
• Videos
• Pictures
• Audio
• Presentations
• Post timely and relevant content

Search allergists-what comes
back?
• Google
• Yelp
• HealthGrades
• Vitals

Grab Attention
- 5 second rule-if people don’t find what they are
looking for quickly, they will move on
- Make a good first impression
- Try to have a search feature to locate content
quickly
- Keep it short and simple-short, conversational
sentences that are easy to comprehend
- Keep it current and local
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Search Engine Optimization
• Most searchers never get past the top 10 search
results
• Make your website search engine friendly. Search
engines need to be able to “spider” and catalog
your website.
• Keywords are important!
• Think like a patient and come up with the list of
keywords that he/she would use

Search Engine Optimization
• Web designers can help you incorporate those
keywords, descriptions, and tags to help you get
found
• Generate content that is filled with these keywords
frequently
• Use tools such as Google Analytics to help tell you
how many people came from another web site or
which search terms are the most effective

What about site reviews?
• Try to claim as many sites as you can. If you claim it
as yours, you are able to respond in most cases.
• Check to make sure the review is yours. Maybe it is
for a practioner that is no longer there, or was
never there to begin with. If so, get it removed.
• Never engage in patient specifics. The manager
should apologize for a negative experience and
follow up with a call.
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The Big 4

Facebook

Twitter

You Tube

Blogs

Facebook
• https://www.facebook.com/business/overview
• Overview presented at that website
• Facebook helps you connect, be discoverable, be
timely and tailored, and be insightful
• Do not ever share patient information
• They have ways to boost your post that do cost
money
• Pictures naturally boost post
• Schedule your posts
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Facebook
• https://www.facebook.com/business/overview
• Overview presented at that website
• Facebook helps you connect, be discoverable, be
timely and tailored, and be insightful
• Do not ever share patient information
• They have ways to boost your post that do cost
money
• Pictures naturally boost post
• Schedule your posts

Twitter
Social networking and microblogging service that
enables its users to send and read messages known as
tweets.

Tweets are text-based posts of up to 140 characters
displayed on the author's profile page and delivered to
the author's subscribers who are known as followers.
Don’t get hung up on the number of followers you
have. It is better to have a small number of engaged
and interactive followers than a large number of
“ghosts”.
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Why Twitter?
• Real time network
• 284 million monthly active users
• 500 million tweets sent per day
• 80% of users access it via a mobile device
• Helps you learn what is going on around you
• Helps drive awareness
• Helps to build connections
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Why Should Doctors Engage with
Social Media?
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Why Should Doctors Engage with
Social Media?
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOOD health info
Positive view of doctors
Significant insight
Trusted
Expert
Learn

• Accessibility
• Thought leaders
• Forward thinkers

Strategies for Social Media Success
• How are you going to present yourself?
• As an individual
• As a practice

• Think about your handle very carefully
• Who is responsible for updating content and
replying
• Nothing worse than an inactive user
• Need to find a ‘voice’ and let that grow

• What is the reason for joining social media?
• Interaction with patients
• Promotion of your practice
• Staying in tune with the ‘pulse’

Let’s Start with What NOT to Do
• Do not discuss politics or religion
• Too risky, will alienate a subset of your followers/friends

• Do not send the same message over and over and over
• People are really good at spotting spam and will RUN
• Can promote your practice/content within reason

• Do not leave your account unattended for long
stretches of time
• Don’t follow then unfollow once they follow you back
• Before you hit ‘send’: Always remember – if you put
something out there, the entire world can see it and it
NEVER goes away
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The Bad Side of Social Media

Now What SHOULD You Do
• Get involved! Join the conversation, even if it seems like
no one is listening…they will soon enough
• Start following others who you’d like to emulate
• Post/Retweet content from others that you think your
followers will find worthwhile
• The content originator may notice and return the favor
• Can copy and retweet as yourself or just retweet other’s
posts
• Makes you less ‘selfish’

• Engage with and thank those who follow or retweet
your posts

What Else Should You Do?
• Schedule tweets/posts
• Try different times of day/week
• Can use analytics to help or judge for yourself

• Stay current
• Post messages about latest research
• Comment on hot topics/media stories
• Join live Twitter chats

• Stay relevant
• Develop your own voice
• Pretend like the ‘plagiarism’ police are always watching

• Provide content
• Links to helpful sites (AAAAI)
• News articles
• Journal articles/abstracts
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What Can You Do RIGHT NOW???
• Start tweeting from the meeting
• Use #AAAAIPM to follow others and put in your
own tweets

Most Importantly…
• Have FUN!
• You’ll get out only what you put in
• Develop new relationships with colleagues from
around the world
• If you choose, let your followers learn about you
• Nothing wrong with getting personal
• Patients may connect with you on another level if you have
similar interests

• Mix it up!
• Pictures
• Videos
• Inspirational quotes

One Example: How Do I Use Twitter?
• Provide evidence-based information regarding allergic &
pediatric conditions
• Focus a lot on misconceptions & myths
• Comment on hot topics

• I share my sarcastic and silly side
• Talk about parenting, kids, messing up dinner, stepping on
legos

• I follow many of our colleagues from around the world
• Learn new information
• Latest journal articles
• Follow along at all the meetings – FANTASTIC!!!

• I interact
• Occasionally poll followers
• Respond to questions
• NEVER give personal medical advice
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www.analytics.twitter.com

You Tube
Free video sharing web site which lets users
upload, view, and share video clips, the service
utilizes Adobe Flash technology to display video.
The wide variety of site content includes movie
and TV clips and music videos, as well as
amateur content such as videoblogging.
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Mayo Clinic You Tube Channel

http://www.youtube.com/user/mayoclinic

Blogs
Blend of the term web log - Over
156 million public blogs in existence.
Usually maintained by an
individual with regular
entries of commentary,
descriptions of events, or
other material such as
graphics or video.

Interactive, allowing visitors
to leave comments and
even message each other
via widgets on the blogs
and it is this interactivity
that distinguishes them
from other static websites.

What Value Does the Blog Provide?
•Your blog is a great way to get
your message out:
•Advocacy
•Practice offerings
•Patient education
•New developments
•It gives current and
prospective patients a feel for
your “persona” as a physician
and creates a sense of
connection with you and your
practice.

If you have a group practice, providers can share blogging duties!
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“Your Website Should be the Sun Around
Which Your Social Media Planets Orbit”

www

Monitor Your Reputation
• Easiest way is by setting a Google Alert for your
practice and providers
• http://www.google.com/alerts

Social Media Guidelines
• AMA Policy:
Professionalism in the Use
of Social Media
•

http://www.amaassn.org/ama/pub/meeting/prof
essionalism-social-media.shtml

• Social Media Office Policy
• http://imaging.ubmmedica.com/a
ll/editorial/physicianspractice/pdf
s/SM_Policy.pdf
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Practice Liaisons, Facebook
and Google Ads
How to Drive Referrals
to Your Practice
Helen Combs, Administrator

Alabama Allergy & Asthma Center Credentials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ranked the largest Allergy & Asthma Specialty Practice in Alabama
Established branding
2016 University Of Alabama at Birmingham Top 25 Business Award
Media “Go To” for Allergy & Asthma content and interviews in our
market
Current and Past Presidents of Alabama State Society of Allergy &
Asthma
Celebrating 50 Years in practice in 2016
Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) Birmingham,
Alabama Past President
Large clinical research facility
Consistent growth year over year of at least 10% past 10 years
Combined over 80 years experience
5% of targeted annual revenue dedicated to marketing – ROI

How We Grow
• Quality, accessible care
• Practice Liaison
• Website, social media, feedback
• Offer innovative services to patients
• Physician extenders
• Media presence – radio, TV news, articles, print ads
(brand recognition)
• Excellent customer service
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Why do Allergists Need to Know
Marketing Strategies?
• Public perception of allergies
• Public awareness of services and treatment
• January 2011 Survey by ACAAI to the public
“What type of doctor treats allergies?”
29% said GP/PCP
29% didn’t know
21% said Allergist

Practice Liaisons
• Effectively communicate your services to the
medical community so they know what you do in
your practice
• Additional referrals are the #1 marketing goal
• A Physician Liaison can help this goal come to
fruition

Practice/Physician Liaisons
• A liaison’s role is to support and grow your practice
by representing and promoting your clinical
services, physicians and programs
• Your liaison will become the voice of your practice
in the medical community
• The goals is for your liaison to build a meaningful
relationship between you and the referrers
• A good liaison has professional training, a
background in sales and an interest in your clinical
specialty
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Practice/Physician Liaisons
• The key component of a liaison position is establishing new
relationships and enhancing current relationships
• The focus for the liaison is identifying needs of the referring
and potential new referring practices
• This is NOT your IT person or Website person!
• Five open ended questions WE ASK at liaison visits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which conditions do you partner with us on?
How satisfied are you with the ease of scheduling an
appointment with our practice?
How satisfied are you with the ease of scheduling an
appointment with our practice?
How beneficial do you believe immunotherapy has been or could
be for your patients ?
What resources or in-services would be beneficial for you?

Liaisons Deliver Information and
Bring Market Intelligence Back
• Competitive advantage - you will be aware if one of
your top referrers is about to retire, if a practice
just added a new provider, if your competitor is
marketing a new service
• When a liaison makes a visit or builds a connection
with a referrer you will be aware of issues and be
able to take action more immediately
• 66% of physicians refer to practices they like, trust
and believe are both competent and successful

Facebook Ads
•
•
•
•

Facebook has 1.09 billion daily active users
Facebook has the best ad targeting of any social media site
Ways to target your audience include location, gender and interests
Two types of ads
• Sponsored Posts – directly in your FB feed – you see these when you are
scrolling and they appear as a post
• Right Hand Column Ads – these ads are smaller but they can’t be scrolled
past like sponsored posts

• 70% of FB users in the U.S. login DAILY*
compared to….
•
•
•
•

59% Instagram
38% Twitter
27% Pinterest
22% LinkedIn
*Pew Research Center Data
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How to do a Sponsored Post on FB
• Must be the owner or administrator of your page
(be able to post directly to your feed)
• Will need to add a payment method and will be
prompted to do so at first ad placement
• On the upper right corner click PROMOTE

Next: Choose Your Ad Type

Promote Your Contact Us!
It is a Call to Action
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Or, I also like Promoted Post

Choose Your Targets Wisely
• Images are important but so are words
• Target different people for different posts
Spring allergy season
Fall allergy season
Disease states
Back to school

•Questions????
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Web Marketing
Improving Your Website’s
Utility to Your Practice
Bill Todd, APR
President and Partner
o2ideas
Birmingham, AL

What is SEO?
• Search Engine Optimization is the act of
continuously improving your site’s discoverability
and relevance to search engines, thereby improving
your site’s rankings in search results for selected
keywords, terms and phrases.
• As an Internet marketing strategy, SEO considers
how search engines work, and the actual terms or
keywords people search for.

What is SEO?
• SEO is marketing discipline focused on the growing
ability of “non-paid” search results. It is focused on
the creative and technical elements of a website to
increase visibility and improve the client’s ranking
in search engines.
• SEO has many dimensions beyond just being about
the words on the page. It could be as simple as how
the page is structured and making the website so
that the search engine can understand it.
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Why do you need SEO?
• So that clients can find your website. Search engines
create targeted traffic. Think of search engines as the
expressways to your business. If you can’t be found,
there is no traffic.
• Search queries — (define) — words that users type into
a search engine box.
• There can be many strategies for SEO. You can write in
a broader voice to try reaching a larger group or you
can be more focused and precise if you are trying to
reach a local audience.

What does a search engine do?
• A search engine sends out crawlers to look through
the Web and then creates an index of all the pages
that it thinks ranks highest based off of users’
searched keywords or phrases.

How can I improve my site’s SEO?
• Use simple, relevant copy (text).
• Search engines look for sitemaps to help them
navigate the site.
• Sitemaps should be created of your site and live at
the root of your website.
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Sitemap example

How can I improve my site’s SEO?
• Robots.txt files — Alerts the crawlers of what files
and directories they need to be looking at.
• www.schema.org — New way of coding your
website to help crawlers better understand what
you are trying to explain on your site.

Google Webmaster tools
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Improving SEO
• Meta keywords — words that appeared in the Meta
tags at the top of your website. These should be
removed; they are now counted against you.
• Domain names — be consistent. For example, if
you were to type www.example.com, but then you
type example.com and the “www” does not
redirect you to the www.example.com URL, then
that means search engines are seeing two different
sites. This isn’t effective and it dilutes your inbound
links.

Improving SEO
• Page title and Meta description — Your website
should contain a good title for each page.
• A good title should be under 55 characters. Google
typically displays the first 50-60 characters.
• Each page should have a good description for the page
that the user is on. The description should relate to the
content of the page and contain keywords or phrases
that a user would be looking for.
• Descriptions can be any length but know that search
engines usually truncate snippets longer than 160
characters.

Meta tags
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Meta tags

Google Analytics
• Measures:
•
•
•
•

How much traffic you are getting
Which page(s) of your site are clicked on the most
How much time they are spending on each page
Where the visitors originate (country, state, metro, city...
also gender, operating system)
• How much traffic is coming from Google AdWords,
mobile devices

Google Analytics — example
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By country

By state

By metro
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By city

Wrapping up
• Make it simple
• Make it discoverable
• Keep it current

Review your Reviews
on FB and Google
John Ramey, MD
National Allergy and Asthma
Charleston, SC
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Develop a strategy
• Deliver stellar service, go the extra mile
• Have a strategy for asking for ratings and reviews
• Respond to every review, period
• Have the most (positive) reviews in your city,
neighborhood or ZIP code
• Respond to inquiries quickly
• Post portal profile reviews and ratings on your own
website and Facebook pages
• Share good reviews with employees
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Develop a strategy
• Need to regularly post even on weekends and
evenings
• Ask engaging questions to get people to interact
• Giveaways?
• Social media manager
• You
• Person in practice
• Professional marketing group
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Bad review isn’t the problem. A bad
review is the result of a problem
• Contact the site
• Patient may be having a bad day or maybe a jerk
• Your patient may not be a good fit for the practice
• Review may be a gift
• For every 1 patient that complains, 26 remain silent

• Opportunity to shine and take offline
• Service recovery paradox is the result of a very positive
service recovery, causing a level of customer satisfaction
and/or customer loyalty even greater than that expected
if no service failure had happened.
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Disney approach
• Hear: let the customer tell their entire story without interruption.
Sometimes, we just want someone to listen.
• Empathize: Convey that you deeply understand how the customer
feels. Use phrases like “I’d be frustrated, too.”
• Apologize: As long as it’s sincere, you can’t apologize enough.
Even if you didn’t do whatever made them upset, you can still
genuinely be apologetic for the way your customer feels (e.g., I’m
always sorry that a customer feels upset).
• Resolve: Resolve the issue quickly, or make sure that your
employees are empowered to do so. Don’t be afraid to ask the
customer: “what can I do to make this right?”
• Diagnose: Get to the bottom of why the mistake occurred,
without blaming anyone; focus on fixing the process so that it
doesn’t happen again.

What to do with a bad review
• Respond positively to the review
• You are responding to your audience not the reviewer
• Don’t get defensive and list all of the reasons why the
upset patient is wrong.
• Be human, empathetic, apologetic and demonstrate that
you genuinely want to make the upset customer happy.
• Offer contact info to the patient
• Reviewer may remove review if you satisfy them

• Drown the negative review out with positive
reviews
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Manage our online reputation
• www.google.com/alerts
• Socialmention.com
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